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King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com>

SECOND AND FINAL NOTICE OF CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY: BREACH OF
TRUST, FRAUD, CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD, CONSPIRACY TO TRESPASS,
CONSPIRACY TO PERVERT AND INFLUENCE JUSTICE
1 message

King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 25, 2023 at 7:37 AM
To: Carmine Pignataro <cpignata@lso.ca>, Tanja Johnson <tvondehn@icloud.com>, Tanja von Dehn Selma
<tvondehn@yahoo.com>, Mike von Dehn <mvondehn@trilliumwest.com>, Neil Milton <nmilton@miltonsip.com>, Neil Milton
<nmilton@ontario-probate.ca>, Jenny Bogod <jbogod@rosensack.com>, Susan Sack <ssack@rosensack.com>, Noah
Potechin <noah@mpottawa.com>, Laraine Burton <LBurton@mpottawa.com>, Hala Tabl <htabl@miltonsip.com>,
gmcconnell@fleurcom.on.ca, jenny@jennyinmuskoka.com, "Ottawa SCJ Courts (MAG)" <ottawa.scj.courts@ontario.ca>,
Miko Dubiansky <MDubians@lso.ca>
Bcc: cathie von dehn <cathievondehn19@gmail.com>

Good morning every One,

Well, when I had said that I was Giving Tanja Johnson until the end of the week to provide Me with the inform a Sean I am
as King for, I had meant no later than 5:00 Post Midi, Friday, September 22nd, though I Will concede I was not specific
and real eyes You may have interpreted that to mean no later than Sunday, midnight, September 24th, 2023.  So I
decided to provide You with an extension just to Give You the Benefit of the doubt.

However, Tanja Johnson has once again failed to provide inform a Sean, much of which I have been as King for since
long before this Claim was filed, such as,

1. What happened to all the personal property at the home at 1070 Hewitt St. Gravenhurst Ontario?
2. What happened to the two Porsche 928's, model 1980 and 1985, mentioned in the 'Holograph Will' and said to be

valued at $9000.00?
3. Why is there no Court of Record for the alleged Application and duly awarded CAET?
4. When was Sean served with the Casullo Endorsement, and where is the proof of service of the Endorsement on

the other parties required to process the Application?
5. Where is the completed Application Record filed with the Court and required to process the Application?
6. If the Certificate was awarded on November 7th, 2022, then why has Tanja Johnson not addressed the $3 million

in insurance claims waiting to proceed against the Estate?
7. Why are the Estate funds in an RBC bank account located at 83 Winston Crescent?  Who lives at 83 Winston

Crescent?
8. Why is Tiffany Singh and her lawyer, Greg McConnell offering input as to how remainder funds from an unlawful

power of sale should be distributed between Tiffany, Tanja, and Michael, while REFUSING to address the $3
million in insurance claims Tiffany is responsible for?

9. Why did Greg McConnell feel he had the right to demand Michael hand over Estate property (My father's ashes)
without having the Will tested by the Court and addressing the insurance claims?

10. Why did Noah Potechin of Merovitz Potechin LLP feel he had the right to help him Self to Estate assets without
Giving Notice to the Court for other creditors, and instead hand the remainder funds over to Tanja Johnson without
Notice to the creditors?

11. Where is the receipt for the transfer of funds from National Bank into the Trust account, and the paperwork Tanja
was required to Sign off on in order to receive the remainder funds?

Once again, there are a total of seven lawyers involved, five law firms, one investigator from the law society of Ontario
who had insufficient intelligence to determine that an Endorsement cannot be binding upon an Application that exists in its
future (which I consider to be gross incompetence and malfeasance if not Willful intent to conspire against Me), and so far
three Ontario Superior Court judges have been deceived by false or incomplete testimony provided to them by Tanja
Johnson, Hala Tabl, Jenny Bogod, and Susan Sacks with malicious, criminal intent to pervert the Rule of Law, interfere
with the course of Justice, and to defame the Honour and integrity of The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean (the Trust),
and its Trustee and Executor, King Sean, of House von Dehn.

Tanja Johnson has commit fraud and perjury on a Court of Record by entering police information she knew to be false
(withdrawn at the request of Crown) in an Affidavit with intent to defame Sean's Character and pervert the course of
Justice (Woodley Endorsement), also requesting for Sean to be excluded from the proceedings, to be denied his right to
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make his own application, to be denied his right to object to Tanja's application, and to pay all of Tanja Johnson's legal
costs to be excluded.

That was quite literally the main 'cause of Action' for the Trust Claim in the first place!  Tanja Johnson has just proven
Sean's claim to be True by once again submitting the Affidavit onto the Court of Record, demonstrating her INTENT to
cause Sean economic harm and exclude him from the proceedings.

Milton's Estate Law was never hired by Tanja Johnson, Hala Tabl was hired by Merovitz Potechin LLP and told that if she
helps Tanja 'fake' an application to the Court, they can keep the Estate 'private' so as not to alert the creditors waiting to
proceed with $3 million in claims, and Tanja, Tiffany, and Michael can have the remainder funds if they agree.

When Sean reported the fraud to the Law Society of Ontario, rather than put a stop to the clear and obvious fraud Hala
was attempting to perpetrate on Sean by serving him with an Endorsement he claimed to be binding upon an Application
dated in its future, he instead told Sean that only a Judge can comment on Court fraud and court filings.  He then told
Hala Tabl that she better get that Application and Endorsement approved by a Judge to prove it isn't fraud, and helped
Hala to arrange (another) Secret meeting in violation of Rule 1.09 and the Rules of Civil Procedure to obtain the Casullo
Endorsement in the event that Sean complained about Carmine's incompetence related to the investigation, and
requested for Michelle Murphy of the Bracebridge Courthouse to lie to Sean about the status of the Application,
presumably to save the reputation of the Law Society of Ontario and their corrupt lawyer, Hala Tabl.

Even now that Carmine Pignataro knows beyond any shadow of a doubt that Hala was trying to deceive Sean to help the
National Bank hide estate assets from creditors, rather than take accountability for his error and the incredible harm he
has caused Sean by allowing this fraud to escalate to such epic proportions, he instead complained to Miko Dubiansky
that King Sean, of House von Dehn has placed him on Notice of criminal liability for his negligence in the investigation
and was as King Sean to stop sending 'inappropriate and abusive' emails.

King Sean advised Miko Dubianski that he does not take kindly to threats, and the Law Society of Ontario is responsible
for licensing every single one of these criminals, and therefore King Sean, of House von Dehn is holding the Law Society
of Ontario jointly and severally liable for all the harm done to him by Way of Carmine Pignataro's negligence and inability
to identify clear and obvious fraud at the time of his investigation, and helping Hala Tabl cover her fraud.

Sean Will be expecting an apology from Miko Dubiansky and Carmine Pignataro, as they represent the Law Society of
Ontario who Will undoubtedly be advising all the insurance providers of the lawyers they have licensed related to this
Notice that there is a one million dollar claim upon each of their performance bonds in each of their private capacity, and
an additional one million dollar bond against each of the firms for hiring lawyers engaging in criminal conduct and
colluding to hide estate assets from creditors and trespass upon a Testamentary Instrument on file with the Minister of
Justice and Attorney General.  

This is what Sean believes any honest individual would do if they discovered they had been betrayed by a lawyer they
were tasked with investigating, if only to right their own wrongdoing.  They would not attack Sean for pointing out the
error, they would apologize and seek to correct their wrongdoing.  The fact they are not doing this, causes Sean to be
very suspicious that they were complicit in the fraud and colluding with Hala.

EVERY SINGLE RECIPIENT OF THIS EMAIL IS HEREBY SUMMONED TO APPEAR IN COURT ON OCTOBER 23RD,
2023.  DEFAULT JUDGMENT, NIHIL DICIT, RES JUDICATA WILL BE AWARDED AGAINST ANY INDIVIDUALS WHO
DO NOT MAGICALLY APPEAR IN PERSON AND KING SEAN, OF HOUSE VON DEHN WILL BE AS KING FOR THE
JUDGE TO ISSUE A WAR RANT FOR THEIR ARREST!!!

One thing that is perfectly clear, is that Tanja Johnson is not Acting in Sean's best interest and is hoping to use her
position as Estate Trustee to torment Sean as much as possible in the event that she does have some reasonable excuse
for not providing the information King Sean is as King for.  The position of Estate Trustee does not give Tanja Johnson the
right to torment her brother and withhold disclosure from him, but apparently her lawyers have been advising her
differently.

Michael von Dehn is claiming to be nothing more than an innocent bystander, yet has consented to two Applications by
Tanja Johnson even after knowing she was engaged in fraud and attempting to unlawfully defame Sean's character with
libel on a Court of Record.  He also provided his consent to both applications before either one of the Applications was
drafted, proving he never provided any INFORMED consent.  Even the consent Tanja obtained from Michael was
obtained in fraud.

Neil Milton's Affidavit materials are nothing more than a collection of evidence of fraud and Hala's determination to violate
the Rules of Civil Procedure and defy a direct Court Order requiring Sean's consent to the Application and to dispense
with a bond.
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I presume You Will all turn Your Self in for Your attempt to perpetrate fraud on the Court on October 23rd, but any who
refused to do so...  Well, I guess I can't threaten to arrest You because I don't have that power.  But I Will be as King for
the Court to Issue warrants to any One who does not Show up to explain their Self and their involvement with this
conspiracy against Sean and the Courts.

I Will also be as King for a one million dollar fine against each firm participating in the fraud, and each lawyer in their
personal, private capacity, and for all licenses to be permanently revoked.  Tanja and Michael Will also be subject to
Canada's criminal code if they do not turn their Self in and apologize before October 23rd, 2023.

These fines are in addition to the Claim and it's compounding interest rate according to the original Notice of Breach of
Trust served upon Tanja Johnson, Hala Tabl and Michael von Dehn on May 29th, 2022, and whatever each party is as
King of the Court for in costs in triplicate.

Greg McConnell is liable to The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean for the unlawful theft of Sacred property belonging to
the Estate he had no legal or lawful right to take in the amount of $3 million, which is equal in Value to that of the Claims
waiting to proceed against the Estate that his client is liable for.

All individuals in receipt of this email know Tanja Johnson is in possession of a fraudulent Certificate, and are hoping to
continue to produce this Certificate to the Court as a genuine Appointment by the Court.  By Way of demonstrable
causality, all are colluding and conspiring to perpetrate this fraud on King Sean, House von Dehn, and the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice.

Of course, Sean has been Recording the proceedings as part of his Trust obligations to maintain an accurate Record in
violation of the Courts of Justice Act, and Sean has also been communicating with the Court regarding this Matter to
determine the Truth regarding this Application, and is Posting his communications with the Court on the Public Record as
part of the Trust's obligate Sean to conduct a Crown investigate Sean into the Matter.

King Sean, of House von Dehn knows how much Tanja and Michael are looking forward to watching Sean get arrested for
his contempt for the Rules of the Court, so Sean would like to advise all parties that he WILL NOT be recording the
proceedings on October 23rd, 2023, he Will instead be as King for any audio and video recordings the Court of Record
maintains to fulfill his Trust obligation to maintain an accurate Record of his efforts to Honour his Trust obligations, and
Will be as King of the moving party to pay the costs if they do not Wish for Sean to Record the motion.  

The Trust is a non for profit Organize a Sean and Court costs are a Trust obligate Sean to compel performance in
accordance with Canadian Law and the Trust obligate-Sean's for which Sean has acquired a fee waiver.  Sean only
recorded the proceedings to save the taxpayer the burden of having to pay for transcripts and or copies of the audio and
video of proceedings where available.  Sean does not believe his recording of the audio has in any Way interfered with
Justice or misrepresented the facts of the proceedings.  His intention was to protect the integrity and Truth of the
proceedings for his own Records at minimal cost to the Courts and taxpayers.

Love and Blessings, see You all on the 23rd of October!!!

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
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